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Abstract: Shrouded in myth and mystery, a tradition that has been passed from master to pupil 

for unknown centuries, piobaireachd, the “classical music” of the Great Highland Bagpipe. It is 

the oldest bagpipe musical style that comes down to us today and is perhaps the most austere and 

expressive of all the bagpiping genres, though where this music finds its origin is still somewhat 

a mystery. Though it is argued that its creator originated in the 16
th

 centuries, there are stories, 

legends, and tunes that claim origins far older than this. To understand how and when this style 

possibly developed, it is important to know the place of bagpipes in Scottish society during the 

late Middle Ages, though much is left uncertain as to this time in the history of Scotland. Few 

historical records exist from this period due to wars, reformations within the church, and heavy 

reliance on oral transmission of history and music. Some insight can be gleaned from stories, a 

few existing records, and educated speculation, though much must be discounted or considered 

dubious at best. Ultimately, to have any understanding of the origins of piobaireachd and thus the 

proliferation of the Great Highland Bagpipe and its stature today, one must know how the 

instrument came to and was used in Scotland and the British Isles during this time; how the 

music is structured, composed, and transmitted; the history – myth, accepted truth, and possible 

theories – behind the development of this style; and, most essentially, the instrument and how it 

works. 
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The bagpipe is an instrument that has been a part of human civilization and culture for 

millennia, longer than most instruments still practiced today. Forms of the bagpipe have been 

traced back to early Mesopotamia and the Assyrian Empire before the Ancient Greeks and as far 

back as ancient Egypt. There are even records that identify the Chinese as having developed their 

own form of the bagpipe as early as 2585 BCE. As bagpipes have migrated across the globe over 

the past millennia, through many diverse regions, each culture has added their own inflection 

into the bagpiping tradition through variations in such elements as scale, pitch, mechanics, and 

construction both instrumentally and compositionally.  

Though about every culture in the world has its own form of bagpipe, it is Scotland’s 

Great Highland Bagpipe that has lasted the centuries and come down to us today as a still widely 

practiced instrument, played everywhere from Europe and the Americas to New Zealand, 

Australia, and even Pakistan. It is interesting how fate chose Scotland’s bagpipe to stand out 

above the rest. It is certainly the bagpipe that has the largest and most widely systemized and 

varied repertoire ranging from regimented march and dance tunes to more expressive genres 

such as the slow airs and jigs. It is also Scotland’s bagpipe that has within its repertoire one the 

most unique of all musical genres – piobaireachd. It is perhaps the tradition of piobaireachd that 

first gave Scotland’s Great Highland Bagpipe its prominent place among bagpiping cultures both 

within the British Isles and worldwide. 

 Shrouded in myth and mystery, a tradition that has been passed from master to pupil for 

unknown centuries, piobaireachd, the “classical music” of the Great Highland Bagpipe. It is the 

oldest bagpipe musical style that comes down to us today and is perhaps the most austere and 

expressive of all the bagpiping genres, though where this music finds its origin is still somewhat 

a mystery. Though it is argued that its creator originated in the 16
th

 centuries, there are stories, 
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legends, and tunes that claim origins far older than this. To understand how and when this style 

possibly developed, it is important to know the place of bagpipes in Scottish society during the 

late Middle Ages, though much is left uncertain as to this time in the history of Scotland. Few 

historical records exist from this period due to wars, reformations within the church, and heavy 

reliance on oral transmission of history and music. Some insight can be gleaned from stories, a 

few existing records, and educated speculation, though much must be discounted or considered 

dubious at best. Ultimately, to have any understanding of the origins of piobaireachd and thus the 

proliferation of the Great Highland Bagpipe and its stature today, one must know how the 

instrument came to and was used in Scotland and the British Isles during this time; how the 

music is structured, composed, and transmitted; the history – myth, accepted truth, and possible 

theories – behind the development of this style; and, most essentially, the instrument and how it 

works. 

Frank Richardson writes, “Most people today have a better understanding of the internal 

combustion engine than they have of the principle of operation of the bagpipe.” (Richardson 4) 

In many respects, this is very true. For the sake of understanding and appreciation of this 

instrument and its ancient music, it is necessary that the reader have a basic understanding of the 

mechanics and construction of the bagpipe. 

Perhaps the most critical part of the whole instrument is the chanter. It is on this piece of 

the instrument that the melody notes are played. All forms of bagpipes have a chanter of some 

form. The chanter of the Great Highland Bagpipe has eight vertically aligned holes for the 

fingers, with which the performer can create the nine different notes of the bagpipe. Chanters are 

often considered to not improve in sound quality with age and are often replaced after a number 

of years. Made of a single piece of wood, it is often hand carved with great precision, and some 
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chanters, like some makes of classical European instruments, are highly valued for their 

exceptional craftsmanship. The chanter is divided into five parts. First, the swelled part at the top 

is called the knob or bole; just below the bole is the neck, which is the narrowest part of the 

chanter. Second, there are two large holes bored into the chanter below the lowest finger hole 

near base called the sound holes. The rest of the length below the sound holes is the bell. At the 

very base of the chanter is the sole, which can either by made of wood or a mounted metal or 

ivory disc. The complete wooden body of the chanter is sometimes called the shell. The interior 

bore of the chanter begins at the reed seat in the top where the bagpipe reed is placed. From 

there, the bore tapers down to the narrowest point, the throat, about halfway between the reed 

seat and the highest finger hole, the back hole, of the chanter. From the throat it steadily widens 

in a conical shape to the mouth at the lowest end of the chanter. 

 The bag is the most characteristic part of the instrument. It is by the use of this bag that 

all the pipes of the instrument can be played at once. When playing, the bagpiper will fill the bag 

with air before beginning. Once full, he will strike the bag, forcing air through all the pipes and 

causing all reeds to activate at once. From this point until the end of the piece, the piper must 

continue inflating the bag while forcing the reserved air out through the pipes with his arm. This 

requires good technique and proper balance between the arm that is squeezing and the lungs that 

are supplying the air. If over blown or squeezed, the reeds will rise out of tune, but if there is not 

enough pressure either the reeds will fall flat or stop playing altogether. The bag is also the 

central hub of the instrument. It is into the bag that the five pipes (three drones, one chanter, and 

one blowpipe) are mounted and made airtight through the use of tightly wound hemp or metal 

clamps on the joints, known as the stocks. 
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 The distinguishing sound of the bagpipe comes from its three drones, which, as their 

name implies, drone one pitch at various intervals below the played melody line. There are two 

tenor drones which both sound one octave below the low-A pitch on the chanter, and one bass 

drone, which sounds one octave below the two tenor drones. They are finely tuned to each other 

by adjusting numerous tuning slides along the length of the drone. At the end of each drone is the 

bell – a concealed cavity found within the outer most ends of the drones that is closed by flat a 

disc of metal, ivory, or horn with a hole in the center. This bell rounds out the sound making it 

less harsh. The dimensions of the inner bore and the quality of the wood used for the drones is 

critical to the sound quality of the bagpipe. Drones are considered to improve in sound quality 

with age, so a set of well made, old drones can in some cases be considered priceless to a 

bagpiper. It is hypothesized that the drone, a common feature of modern bagpipes, was brought 

back to the Isles from the Middle East during the time of the Crusades, since representations of 

this distinctive feature do not appear in Scotland until after the eleventh century (Richardson 38). 

The Blowpipe is the mouthpiece of the bagpipe, through which the bagpiper fills his bag 

with air. Made of two sections, the blowpipe contains both the mouthpiece, a separate screwed 

on section, and the base. At the bottom of the blowpipe, within the bag, is the non-return valve, 

which prevents the air that is blown into the bag from returning into the mouth. 

 There are four reeds within the bagpipe, one for each of the drones and one for the 

chanter. The three drone reeds are single reeds that can either be cut from wood cane or can be 

made by synthetic materials. The chanter reed is a double reed like those of the oboe or bassoon, 

made from two separate cuts of cane, but it is much wider and stiffer to blow. It is essential that 

the reeds remain as dry as possible for optimal performance, contrary to the nature of oboe or 

bassoon reeds. All reeds are located within the bag and never come into contact with the mouth. 
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Due to this primitive and unique construct, the bagpipe had a number of significant 

limitations in its music and performance, which have had a great effect on the sound and 

repertoire of its music. Due to the inexcusability of the reeds while the bagpipe is being played, 

the bagpiper in unable to express repeated notes within a melody by use of the tongue or air 

supply as a classical woodwind instrument might. To solve this problem, a system of grace-note 

figurations was developed to give more expressive quality to the music. While these grace-notes 

are essential to distinguish repeated notes, they have also acquired an artistic and musical 

independence of their own, incorporated into the music in many ways for various expressive and 

stylistic qualities. Frank Richardson describes the technical quality of these figurations very well 

in his book on piobaireachd. He writes, “A grace note is a short duration note, written for 

convenience as a thirty-second, but played in fact approximately as a sixty-fourth.” (Richardson 

30) Certain grace notes, which are higher in pitch sound stronger and are thus more decisive, 

while ones of lower pitch are usually much softer and have weaker stress. Thus expressive 

shadings can be given to bagpipe tunes by playing strong grace note figures on strong beats, 

weaker figurations on weaker beats, and no grace notes on the weakest beats (Richardson 30). 

This system is sometimes so subtle and well fitted to the instrument that non-piping listeners are 

usually unaware of this limitation of the bagpipe. Interestingly enough, most pipe music contains 

more grace notes than it does normal melodic notes. 

Other limitations of the bagpipe are its confined range and its simple, restricted harmony 

created by the drones. This has caused the piper to concentrate on the two aspects of his music 

that he can vary – melody and ornamentation. Since the harmony of the piece is determined at 

the beginning by the drones, there is little the piper can do in the respect of harmony, especially 

since the bagpipe is primarily a solo instrument, which leaves no room for any kind of 
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counterpoint. The only thing the piper is able to do is to fashion a melody within the limited 

range and elaborate upon it with ornamentation to the best of his ability (Richardson 31). Due to 

this fact, technique is of primary concern to any serious bagpiper. Frank Richardson comments 

on this high technical standard when he writes, “The constant practice of complicated 

embellishments… develops in the top players as expertise which is seldom equaled, or indeed 

required, by other musicians” (31). 

Simply enough, the characteristic bagpipe music in Scotland is divided into two very 

distinct categories, one of which, piobaireachd, is considered the classical and most traditional 

music of the instrument, and the other, often called “light music,” is considered primarily music 

for listening or dancing. The word “pibroch” or piobaireachd (properly spelled) comes from the 

Gaelic word meaning “piping.” The original use of the word was never meant to denote any 

certain style of music beyond simply the playing of the pipes, but since the eighteenth century, it 

has been borrowed into the English language with its restricted denotations. Most bagpipers 

today prefer to use the proper spelling of the word rather than the abbreviated form, which was 

once popular. Some Gaelic speakers, however, reject the use of the word piobaireachd in its 

narrow sense, since its true meaning is far broader. Rather, some prefer the expression “ceol 

mor,” which in Gaelic means “big music.” The original composers of piobaireachd in the 

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries called one of these pieces a “port” which simply means in 

Gaelic “a tune.” In later times however, with the rise of light music, the word “port” became too 

ambiguous and some Gaelic writers, for the sake of clarity, used “port mor” or “big tune” to 

distinguish the differences. (Richardson 46) The counterpart to ceol mor is the Gaelic term “ceol 

beag”, which means “small music” (this has also been written “ceol aotrom” meaning “light 
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music”) (Cannon The Highland 46). This is the music most popular among non-bagpiping 

listeners and consists of march tunes and dance tunes. 

 While what has been illustrated above is a brief depiction of the bagpipe and its musical 

expanse as we have known it for the past four to five hundred years, bagpipes in one form or 

another appear to have been present in the British Isles for at least one thousand years. The 

earliest written evidence of bagpipes in the British Isles actually comes to us from England in an 

old Anglo-Saxon riddle from the eleventh century to which a bagpipe appears to be the answer. 

Other evidence of the presence of the bagpipe in the Isles prior to local historical records is an 

icon of a primitive bagpiper carved on a gravestone in Northumberland dating approximately to 

1200 CE. (Cannon The Highland 7). Historical records are few until around the middle of the 

second millennia. Historical records of early bagpipes in the British Isles are present in a few 

forms. The first of these are numerous recorded payments to bagpipers who would play in the 

courts of the Scottish and English kings. Second, the word bagpipe first appears in existing 

written records in 1334, and is first seen in popular published literature in Chaucer’s Canterbury 

Tales, written in approximately 1386. (7) Third, bagpipes first appear in Scottish literature and 

records in a play written by King James IV (1424-1437). Again, bagpipes make an appearance in 

early records near Edinburgh, at the Battle of Pinkie in 1549 between the French and the British 

when a group of Highlanders was observed. The French historian, Beague, wrote in his Histoire 

de la Guerre d’Ecosse in 1556 that “while the French prepared for combat, the wild Scots incited 

themselves to arms by the sound of the bagpipes.” Last, in 1581, the early Scottish historian and 

humanist, George Buchanan, wrote of the Scots that “instead of the trumpet, they use the 

bagpipe.” (8) 
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 Thus, it seems accurate to conclude that the bagpipes have been an important part of 

Anglo-Saxon culture since as early as the tenth century. From when and where these bagpipes 

came is a far harder question to answer. Many have postulated that the Romans were perhaps the 

civilization that first brought the bagpipe to Scotland during their invasions of the British Isles. 

Images of rudimentary bagpipes exist in Roman carvings at Richmond Castle in Kent. The 

bagpipe was even the favored instrument of the Roman infantry. (McHardy 4) Historical tracking 

in the origins and development of Scottish music has been made quite difficult however due to 

the stark lack of primary sources from the period. First, the invasions of Edward I and Oliver 

Cromwell from Brittan, despite them occurring four hundred years apart, created a great void in 

indigenous written sources and records due to the extensive destruction of manuscripts (4). Also, 

the Reformation of the Church of Scotland brought further destruction of documentation since 

churches, which acted as the preservers of written records, were widely vandalized during this 

period (5). In his article on the piobaireachd repertoire, Peter Cooke says, “There is a consequent 

dearth of reliable historical information and competent musicological analyses. Gaelic culture 

never had a literary tradition, and apart from occasional references, mostly disparaging, to the 

pipes by Gaelic bards, only in the last two centuries has there been any documentation at all.” 

(Cooke 93) Thus, while the Romans seem like the probable introducer of the instrument to the 

region, it is impossible to determine with certainty much information about the history of the 

bagpipes in Scotland before the sixteenth century. 

 It actually is not until the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries that one finds a clear picture of 

the bagpipe and bagpiper and their role is Scottish society. James I of Scotland (1394-1437), who 

was well known as a musical performer, is a possible source for the popularization of the 

bagpipe in Scotland during the late Middle Ages (Podnos 37). Following his reign, the bagpipes 
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emerged as a cultural symbol in Scotland, Ireland, and Wales. In Irish poetry, however, there is 

evidence that the bagpipes had been in use in the British Isles up to five hundred years earlier. 

(38) In the Lowlands of Scotland during the sixteenth century, many towns housed an official 

piper, whose duty it was to play his pipes though the streets in the mornings and evenings to 

wake the community and tell them when to go to bed. In effect, they acted as a public time 

keeper. They were also responsible for playing at other important public events, such as fairs and 

feasts. The town piper was provided with both a wage and a house within the town for his 

services. (McHardy 3) In the Highlands of Scotland, the bagpiper was an equally important 

member of society, but was more often employed by the royal court than by the townships. The 

clan piper was used not only as a means of entertainment in the court, but also as a means of long 

distance communication, an instrument of war, and an instrument of celebration and 

commemoration. Joseph MacDonald's Compleat Theory of the Scots Highland Bagpipe 

(Edinburgh University Library, MS La. 3. 804.), written approximately in I762, illustrates the 

original role of the piper in early Highland Society: 

 

“The original design of the bagpipe… was to animate men approaching an enemy and to 

solemnize rural diversions in fields and before walking companies. To play amidst rocks, 

hills, valleys and coves where echoes rebounded and not to join a formal regulated 

concert. There are rural compositions for the pipe as well as martial which are abundantly 

sweet in their style.” 

 

Of that section of the repertory called 'the gatherings' used for long distance communication he 

adds: 
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“These are the most animating of pipe compositions, as they were originally intended to 

assemble the highlanders under their respective chiefs upon any emergency, and indeed 

they answered the purpose, being very well adapted for it. Every chief had a gathering for 

his name, which are so full of life and fury that no music can be more animating...” 

 

In many clans of Scotland, the role of clan piper was a hereditary one, with the position 

passing from father to son through several generations. The MacCrimmon pipers, who were the 

hereditary pipers to the MacLeods of Dunvegan from 1500 to 1795, are the most eminent of all 

the hereditary piping families by merit of their musicianship, composition, and their famous 

school of piping founded near Boreraig in Skye (Gardner 36). It is believed that the 

MacCrimmons created the great bagpiping tradition in Scotland and invented and perfected the 

classical form of bagpipe music, piobaireachd. 

So it is after approximately five hundred years of piping tradition in the Isles (if not 

longer) that the MacCrimmons appear on the musical scene and change the world of piping. The 

most certain beginning of the MacCrimmon family that can be gleaned from historic records is 

with the birth of Donald Mor MacCrimmon in 1570 on the Isle of Skye (MacNeill 16). Because 

of this, it is quite simple to trace back the lineage of any modern MacCrimmon to Donald Mor, 

but the conclusion from this is that the name “MacCrimmon” was not the original name of the 

family. Most Scottish clan names are so old that it is impossible to trace them back to their 

beginning, but not so with the MacCrimmon clan. Thus, it is probable that Donald Mor’s 

immediate ancestors changed the family name sometime in the sixteenth century (17). It is 

inexplicable how, with no explanation, the MacCrimmons appeared on the Isle of Sky in the 
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sixteenth century having no traceable ancestry and carrying with them a form of music that 

seems to have no precursors. If they originated from Skye, the change of name would be utterly 

perplexing. Thus, we can further deduce that the family probably moved to Skye sometime 

during this time period and, with moving, changed their name, but where they got their music is 

even more uncertain (16). Being the theorized progenitors of piobaireachd, it is important to 

understand the possible origins of the MacCrimmons to be able to discuss the possible origins of 

piobaireachd. 

There are theories that the MacCrimmons originated from Ireland and came as bagpipe 

missionaries in the early sixteenth century, since Ireland and Scotland were in constant 

communication and shared very similar cultures at that time (MacNeill 17). Also, there is a 

theory that they were of Norse descent, of which many Scotsmen were, though there is as little 

evidence of this theory as there is of the Ireland theory (18). A third theory, which is likely but 

explains nothing, is that the MacCrimmons came from Harris in Scotland. This is possible since 

the patrons of the MacCrimmons, the MacLeods, owned Harris, but this does not explain why 

they would have changed their name when moving from one area of the MacLeod land to 

another (18). A last theory is that they came from Cremona, Italy, from which their strange name 

was derived. This is possible since, during that time, the Lord of MacLeod went on a Grand Tour 

to Italy where there were many pipers. Also, Cremona was a great musical center in Europe at 

the time. This theory, however, also has little to accredit it. Though some MacCrimmons have 

attested that they indeed do come from Italy, they give no evidence to the claim. (18) 

Though the origins of the progenitors of piobaireachd might lie in mystery, by the time 

the MacCrimmons arrive on the musical scene in Scotland in the sixteenth century, as Frank 

Richardson puts it, “the writing was on the wall for the bagpipes of the world – except in the 
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Scottish Highlands where the ripples of the Renaissance barely reached and the end of the 

Middle Ages went quite unnoticed” (Richardson 15). While the Scottish Lowlands were in 

constant contact with English society and greatly affected by its changes during the late Middle 

Ages and Renaissance, the Scottish Highlands were quite isolated and little culture was 

exchanged between it and the rest of Europe (15). Everything from the dress of the people to the 

bagpipes they played was different between the Lowlands and Highlands. By being isolated from 

the shift of musical culture during the Renaissance, the Highlands were able to develop a 

primitive instrument of the Middle Ages into a sophisticated tool of artistic expression during the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 

So what is this music that was created in the secluded mountains of the Scottish 

Highlands during the Renaissance while the rest of Europe was in the swings of a religious 

reformation and the heights of classical polyphony? The sophisticated piobaireachd that 

developed during the sixteenth century, in its simplest explanation, is an air with variations. The 

air is the theme of the piece and is called the urlar, which in Gaelic means “ground.” This theme 

is usually very slow and contemplative, unlike the many march and dance tunes of the bagpipe. 

The structure of the urlar can be very simple, using as few as three different notes, while some 

will employ the whole gambit of the nine notes available on the pipes. Some urlars may also be 

ordered very simply, using only a few musical phrases repeated in particular patterns, while 

some may be free-flowing and very melodious or song-like. 

In their most basic form, the variations of a piobaireachd begin with two types. The first 

takes a selection of notes from the original melody, often called the theme notes, and plays them 

in a regulated rhythm with each note being coupled with a constant pitch that acts as a melodic 

drone. This second variation is called the “Dithis,” which means “couple” in Gaelic. (Cannon 
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The Highland 57) This method allows for smooth movement between one note to the next. This 

variation, while exhibiting some characteristic of tempo, is still quite expressive and not always 

exact. Following the Dithis Variation is often a “Doubling” of the Dithis, which simply takes the 

theme notes and couples them with the same pitch. This repetition of pitch is done in a regulated 

pattern and is played to a much stricter and quicker pulse than the first Dithis variation, often 

called the Dithis Singling. 

The next commonly used variation form after the Dithis and its Doubling is the Taorluath 

Variation (the meaning of this term is as yet unknown, but it is the name given to the grace note 

figuration featured in this variation). The Taorluath Singling Variation is slower and less 

exacting in tempo with extended cadences at the end of phrases, while the Taorluath Doubling is 

in a much stricter tempo with less expressive cadences. 

Usually always following the Taorluath Variations is the Crunluath Variation (again the 

true meaning of this word is not yet known, though it is the name given to the grace note 

figuration featured in this variation). The Crunluath Variation always follows the Taorluath 

Variation note for note; the Crunluath is merely an extension of the Taorluath expressive 

figuration. If there is a Taorluath Doubling Variation given, then there is typically a Crunluath 

Doubling following the Crunluath Singling. 

Following the Crunluath Variation is the Crunluath mach. “Mach” or “a mach” means 

“out” in Gaelic, but still the true meaning of this phrase is still unknown. This variation is the 

grand finale before the end of the piece. This variation is sometimes considered optional and is 

sometimes left out of certain pieces such as laments. (Cannon The Highland 59) After the final 

variation is played, whether it is the Crunluath Singling, Doubling, or Mach, the piece concludes 

with the repetition of the Urlar or Ground. The variations given above are the most standard 
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variations, but composers of piobaireachd over the centuries have, at their liberty, fashioned their 

own forms of variations. The many possible variations in the proper order of a piobaireachd are 

listed as follows, though there are many other possibilities: 

 

1. The ground or urlar 

2. The doubling of the ground (this is perhaps used when the composer believes the ground  

merits a second presentation) 

3. The “trebling” of the ground (this is done for perhaps the same reason as the doubling, 

but very few grounds are considered deserving of such repetition) 

4. The “thumb” variation (This may consist of either the replacing of a note such as F with 

high A or the high A may be used as a leading note to theme notes to add a bright 

character to the tune) 

5. The “siubhal” (pronounced “shoal”) variation. This is a variation in which theme notes 

are preceded by a lower note such as low A or G (sometimes even B). In this, the theme 

note or the first lower notes may either be the longer and more emphasized of the pair, 

but it must be consistent 

6. The “dithis” (pronounced “jee-eesh”) variation. In this variation the theme note is 

followed by a particular lower note such as low A or G. Here, the first note, the theme 

notes, must always be the longer. 

7. The Dithis doubling variation. In this variation the theme notes is “doubled” or repeated 

with the first of each repeated pair being longer than the second. 
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8. A three-note variation singling. In this variation, the theme notes are typically followed 

by two other expressive notes, such as low A and G, and the phrase ends with three 

cadence notes. 

9. The three-note variation doubling. There is no true doubling in this variation. It is simply 

the three-note variation singling without the candencial pauses at the ends of phrases. 

Rather, all cadences are replaced by figurations that follow the general pattern of the rest 

of the variation. 

10. Two notes followed by a throw as a singling variation (a throw is a quick three-grace-

note ornamentation on a theme note). In this, as in other singling variations, the phrases 

end with cadences.  

11. Two notes followed by a throw as a doubling variation. As with other doubling 

variations, the cadences are replaced with a pattern of notes and figurations similar to the 

rest of the variation. 

12. The leumluath (pronounced lum-loo-ah and meaning “a leap”) singling variation. In this 

variation there is a musical leap to the dominant E from the preceding theme note. Three 

grace notes are used in the embellishment, low G, D, and low G again. For convenience, 

the letter L is usually written under the theme note before the leap to signify this 

movement. This phrases of this variation end with a cadence. 

13. The leumluath doubling (again, removal of the cadences at the ends of phrases) 

14. The “triplet” singling. In this variation, a triplet of three similar notes, usually low A, B, 

or G, is place before each theme note. 

15. The triplet doubling 
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16. The taorluath (pronounced tor-loo-ah) singing variation. A taorluath is a grace note 

ornament of four notes, low G, D, low G again, and E, played from the theme note to low 

A each time. This variation is incorporated into almost all piobaireachd. For convenience, 

the let T is placed under the notes from which the ornament is to be played. 

17. The taorluath doubling 

18. The “taorluath a mach” variation. This variation is not often incorporated. “A mach” 

means “out” Gaelic, and the name is presumably meant to represent the alteration in the 

taorluath that occurs. The “taorluath a mach” variation is similar to that of the taorluath 

doubling, but when B, C, or D theme notes appear the figuration of the taorluath becomes 

“a mach,” so that the timing is reversed from normal and the final note of the figuration is 

the theme note, rather than low A, and is held the longest. 

19. The crunluath singling variation. The meaning of the word is not known, but the 

figuration consists of seven very quick grace notes from the theme note to the dominant 

E. This ornamentation represents almost the limit, as far as common practice is 

concerned, of the piper’s fingers. Most piobaireachd contain a crunluath variation. The 

crunluath movement contains seven quick grace note, low G, D, low G again, E, low A, 

F, and low A again. For convenience, the letter C is written under the theme note from 

which the ornament is to be played. The phrases of this variation end with cadences 

20. The crunluath doubling variation.  

21. The crunluath “a mach” variation. Again, this is similar to the crunluath doubling 

variation except when the theme notes are B, C, or D, the crunluath is given a different 

treatment just as the taorluath a mach. For convenience, an upside-down C is written 
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below the note concerned rather than write out the eight grace notes of the figuration. 

(Richardson 47-48) 

 

The pipe music that existed when the MacCrimmons would have first encountered it was 

quite uncomplicated however, consisting only of the simplest variations from the list above on 

relatively minimal slow airs. This however did contain some elements of what is considered 

piobaireachd today, though a bit primitive. (MacNeill 19) The pipe music of the early sixteenth 

century had thus reached, at the least, the formation of the ground or urlar of piobaireachd, 

followed perhaps by one or two simple variations (20). Few piobaireachd of this style remain 

with us however. “Park Piobaireachd No. 1,” presumably written in 1493, is one example. Also, 

“Duncan Macrae of Kintail” and “Salute on the Birth of Rory Mor,” composed in the year of 

Rory’s birth, 1562, are both of this simpler form and are perhaps examples of the pre-

MacCrimmon piobaireachd (20). 

Piobaireachd, while not perhaps as young as some may think – dating to the prehistory of 

Scotland – may preserve some music that is quite older than itself. This idea seems likely with 

some of the older tunes labeled as “marches” or “gatherings,” which emphasize short and 

intrepid phrases that feel very primitive in themselves, lacking much melodic structure. When 

hearing these plainly constructed grounds, it is not difficult to believe that these short and simple 

phrases could have been used as battle cries on the pipes to rally warriors. However, it is difficult 

to believe that a piper in the midst of battle would work his way through the ground and the 

series of long and sophisticated variations found in a piobaireachd today. (Cannon The Highland 

97) 
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The Gathering tunes may well be the oldest of all piobaireachd, for many of them are 

quite simple in construction and are meant to be easily recognizable. For its purpose of calling 

people together for important events, it was made simply so that people would readily recognize 

it, but for the piper who had to play this tune repeatedly, the simplicity can become very boring 

and the temptation to vary the presentation slightly to increase interest, while keeping the 

original theme intact, becomes considerably increased. This may have been one of the possible 

origins of the piobaireachd which we are familiar with today. (Richardson 46) 

The creation and flourishing of piobaireachd beyond these primitive “Gathering” tunes 

and pre-MacCrimmon piobaireachd depended on two very important factors: the presence of a 

piper who had the thought to apply or invent the form if it did not already exist in some other 

musical medium, and a patron who was willing to not only listen to it but support it. During the 

time of Donald Mor MacCrimmon, it was the famous Highland chief Rory Mor MacLeod who 

would come to support this art form, though, being a rough tempered man, was not of the 

disposition to suffer boredom lightly (Dickson 150). It would appear then, that the form must 

have arguably been not only familiar to the patron, MacLeod, but also to the performer and 

composer, MacCrimmon. But from where or from whom did they receive prior knowledge of 

this style and the idea to apply it to bagpiping? It is remarkable to think that there would seem to 

be no rudimentary development in piobaireachd 

When one looks at the entire gambit of piobaireachd tunes, one notices that the style of 

those from the seventeenth and eighteenth century and those presumably from the fifteenth and 

sixteenth century or earlier are quite the same. If one takes the dates as truth, it would appear that 

piobaireachd was composed in relatively the same style for over four centuries (Cannon The 

Highland 99). While this is not impossible, there are other explanations that seem equally if not 
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more probable. There is a tune called “The Battle of Bealach nam Brog.” The actual date of the 

battle is debated, but dates range from 1249 to 1452. If we are to expect that the piobaireachd 

named for this battle was composed as early as 1249 and as late as 1452, we would be 

concluding that the style of piobaireachd has not changed for the past six centuries and by the 

thirteenth century, bagpipers in Scotland had already fully developed this sophisticated style. 

While this could be true, another possible explanation is that a song or harp tune rather than a 

bagpipe tune was composed at the time and later adapted to the pipes as a piobaireachd (100). 

Thus it is possible that it is from the music of the Celtic harpists, popular in Scottish and Irish 

courts in the Middle Ages, that the bagpipers of the Renaissance formed their piobaireachd. 

The Celtic harp has been played in Ireland, Scotland and Wales since the very earliest 

introduction of people into the region. In the Middle Ages, harpers in the Isles were held in great 

esteem and were greatly trained professionals employed in court. Presumably, their ancient 

music included the same genres as early bagpipe music such as salutes and laments, but very 

little is known about this music today (Cannon The Highland 100). The only existing records of 

harping in the Isles contain relatively more recent, light music from the eighteenth century to the 

present (101). The possibility of bagpipers adapting ancient harp pieces to their own instrument 

as the popularity of the harp declined in the fifteenth and sixteenth century is quite reasonable, 

considering that in later times and presently bagpipers frequently adapt tunes from many outside 

sources including fiddle and fife tunes and folk songs. 

The strongest case for this possibility is in the piobaireachd “Cumba na Chraobh nan 

Teud” or “The Lament for the Harp Tree.” Some Gaelic experts even suggest that the title of this 

piece was improperly recorded and that “Craobh” should rather be “Crann” so that the title 

would read “The Lament for the Harp Key.” This would make sense, since there is a Gaelic 
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poem, “Feill nan Crann,” that is itself about the loss of a harp key by the famous harper of 

antiquity Roderick Morrison. Furthermore, there is another tale about the loss of a valuable harp 

key by the ancient Irish harpist and composer, Rory O’Kane. (Cannon The Highland 102). 

This tune shows evidence of possibly being of a different genre from other typical 

piobaireachd. It is one of the most extensive piobaireachd and is written primarily in the 

pentatonic A-scale with one exception – a low G outside the scale (Cannon The Highland 102). 

This low G is striking, but points to something that pipers must do quite frequently when 

adapting a tune to the pipes that exceeds the limitations of the instrument. This stray note could 

show that the original melody went too low for the range of the pipes and so the piper, doing his 

best to match the character of the original piece, went as low as possible on the chanter despite 

not quite matching the true pitch. Such practices are used frequently when pipers are requested to 

play national or liturgical songs not intended for the pipes and which lie outside the typical 

range. The piece being written in a pentatonic scale – a popular and common practice for folk 

music especially in Celtic harp – and the presence of a note that is quite obviously out of place 

could show that this piece originated within another musical medium, perhaps and probably most 

appropriately the Celtic harp. Thus, if there was such a medium in which piobaireachd could 

have already existed prior to the bagpipe, it would have been the Celtic harp, an instrument 

favored by the courts and clan halls of Scotland centuries before the pipes. 

The ancient harp music of Scotland, Ireland, and Wales must have been as far advanced 

as any of the music of piobaireachd which is present in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 

Its intricacy and beauty was even remarked upon as early as the twelfth century by Giraldus 

Cambrensis, a Welsh monk and archdeacon of Brecknock. He writes in his “Topography of 

Ireland” 
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The cultivation of instrumental music by this people [i.e. of Ireland] I find worthy 

of commendation; in this, their skill is beyond all comparison, superior to that of 

any nation I have ever seen; for their music is not slow and solemn, as in the 

instrumental music of Britain, to which we are accustomed; but the sounds are 

rapid and articulate, yet at the same time, sweet and pleasing. 

 It is wonderful how, in spite of the great speed of the fingers, the musical 

proportions are faultlessly preserved throughout, in the midst of the most intricate 

arrangement of notes and complicated modulations; and how, amid a velocity of 

notes so pleasing, a regularity so diversified, a concord so disconcordant, the 

melody is preserved harmonious and perfect by the faultlessness of their art…. 

They glide so subtly from one mode to another, and the grace-notes sport so 

freely and with such abandon and bewitching charm around the steady heavier 

tone of the theme! – The perfection of their art appears to lie in their 

accomplishing all this with the greatest seeming ease, and without the least 

appearance of effort. 

 Hence it happens that the very things that afford unspeakable delight to the 

minds of those who have a fine perception and can penetrate carefully to the 

secrets of the art, bore rather than delight those who have no such perception – 

who look without seeing, and hear without being able to understand. When the 

audience is unsympathetic, they [the harpers] succeed only in causing boredom 

with what appears to be but confused and disordered noise.  
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 In the opinion of many, however, Scotland has by now not only caught up 

on her instructor [i.e. Ireland] but already far outdistances and excels her in 

musical skill. Therefore people now look to that country as to the fountain of the 

art. 

 

The above translation of the Latin of Giraldus, has been compressed and edited 

from John Gunn, An Historical Enquiry Respecting Performance on the Harp in 

Scotland, and John J. O’Meara translation of The First Version of the Topography 

of Ireland by Giraldus Cambrensis (Dundalk, 1951) 

 

The above remarks by Giraldus, written as far back as the twelfth century, would seem to apply 

aptly if not perfectly to the, as of that time, undiscovered form of Scottish piobaireachd. Donald 

Mor had numerable chances to encounter this harp music within his life, since it is well known 

that the harp in Scotland was popular up to the mid-seventeenth century when it was fully 

supplanted by the bagpipe. In the court that employed Donald Mor, Rory MacLeod is even said 

to have possessed not only a piper but also a bard, fool, and harper (Dickson 151). 

Very few examples of this ancient harp music exist today, and those that do exist are 

questionable only since they are pieces claimed to be remembered by Angus Fraser, who was the 

compiler of Airs and Melodies Peculiar to the Highlands of Scotland. In the second volume of 

this compilation there are a number of pieces that claim to be for the ancient Scottish harp. These 

pieces have a similar look to the piobaireachd of the bagpipe, having a structure consisting of a 

ground and variations, some of which carry similar names to variations used in piping. These 

names include the “urlar,” “fosgailt,” “singling,” and “doubling.” Further evidence of this 
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similarity to pipe piobaireachd is the direction within the piece to repeat the urlar after the 

playing of the “crunlu” variation and after the variation preceding the “crunlu.” (Dickson 152) 

Further evidence of piobaireachd’s possible origins in ancient Scottish harp music lies 

also in the style of the performance. Piobaireachd is the only musical form in bagpiping and 

possibly in most of music in which the decoration may follow rather than precede the theme or 

principle note. There is no intrinsic reason for these methods in the playing of the pipe chanter, 

which can just as easily arrive at the theme note after a long chain of decorative material as it can 

the reverse. On the harp, however, there are good reasons for playing the decorative material 

after the theme note rather than before. First, it is certainly easier on the harp to play the theme 

note with clarity and accuracy if it is played before a rapid arpeggiated decoration rather than at 

the end of it. Second, if the same note as the theme note occurs within the decoration, then the 

theme note must be struck on an already vibrating string if it occurs after. This incorrect method 

would thus cause a jarring in the sound of the primary note and deemphasize its effect. The more 

complicated and florid embellishment in piobaireachd might even be a possible transliteration of 

harp arpeggiations. (Dickson 152) 

If we accept however that which is commonly accepted by many piper’s, which is that 

Donald Mor MacCrimmon was the creator of piobaireachd, then we must create some 

explanation for those piobaireachd which commemorate events well before the time of Donald 

Mor’s musical heights. 

Since Donald Mor is commonly accepted to have been borne in 1570, then one can say 

that around 1590 is the possible beginning of his compositional works. There are however about 

some half dozen critical events enshrined in piobaireachd commemorations that occur before this 

date. These tunes include: 
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 “The Battle of Harlaw” in 1411 

 “The Desperate Battle” commemorating the Battle of the North Inch of Perth in 

1b396 

 “Black Donald’s March to the Isles” in 1427 and “The Great Bridge” in 1427 both of 

which are concerned with the Battle of Inverlochy 

 “MacRae’s March” in 1491 and “the “Battle of the Park” in 1491 which are probably 

the different names for the same event 

 “Hector MacLean’s Warning” in 1579 

 “MacIntosh’s Lament” in 1526 

 “The Battle of Waternish” in c. 1580 

 

There are two reasonable explanations for these pre-MacCrimmon piobaireachd. (Dickson 146) 

The first is that a pipe tune of pre-piobaireachd form (lacking the complexity of many variations) 

was composed contemporarily with the event it commemorates, and later composers, after the 

development of piobaireachd style, put the old tune into its proper form we see today. The 

second is simply that the piobaireachd was written at a much later date than the event which it 

commemorates. The case of the “Battle of Waternish” in 1580 is a special case however, since it 

was not composed so long before the rise of Donald Mor MacCrimmon, though Donald would 

have only been ten at the time and would have been quite unable to have composed it himself. 

This could certainly be a perfect example of a pre-piobaireachd form later modified by the 

MacCrimmons or of a piobaireachd that developed before the MacCrimmons, though it could 

also be of the type that was written non-contemporaneously. (147) 
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Many of the tunes in the piobaireachd repertoire from the most ancient to the relatively 

modern do have detailed legends attached to them (Cannon The Highland 95) that, like the music 

itself, have been passed down orally from master to student for centuries until it was recorded 

over the past two hundred years. These legends can give us some helpful bits of information 

about the possible origin and creator of the tune or style. In truth however, we can determine 

very little of how these stories were handed down and how they were connected to the music. 

Some stories have a feel of authenticity and truth, while some exhibit a more mythic quality that 

really dissociated it from truth. Most likely, those based off of mythic or outrageous stories were 

written after a previously composed song or prose, while the piobaireachd is a bagpipe version of 

the air of the song or the feel of the prose, which ultimately becomes connected to the later. 

Nonetheless, the fact that some of these legends, while not necessarily true, take place before and 

had to have been in oral storytelling repertoire for a while before the piobaireachd’s composition, 

demonstrates that there possibly was an extensive piping culture prior to the MacCrimmons and 

historical records in Scotland (95). 

 “The Black Chanter” is a story of MacCrimmon bagpiping that is set in the Middle Ages 

(approximately 1493). There are two lines from this story that would indicate that large 

bagpiping traditions existed well before the arrival of the MacCrimmons in the mid sixteenth 

century. The first of these lines is, “Anyway, the old man signed [the Big Ploughman] to give it a 

try, so he put the chanter to his lips just as he had seen so many pipers do” (McHardy 26). This, 

if we take this story to carry some truth, indicates that the Big Ploughman, being pre-

MacCrimmon himself, already knew of great pipers. The second of these lines says, “He lost no 

time in getting himself a set of bagpipes and fitting the magical chanter to them. Up and down 

outside his croft he marched playing tune after tune, as if he had been a piper since childhood” 
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(McHardy 27). Again, if this holds any truth, then we can conclude that there was obviously an 

extensive repertoire of music before the time of the MacCrimmons that they expanded on later. 

 Both “A Piper and a Bully” and “The Gaberlunzie Man” are stories of pipers that have 

been passed down in Scotland and are reportedly from the Middle Ages. This is evidenced by 

characteristics of both stories that hold traditions from the Late Middle Ages of Scotland. In the 

first tale, the King of Scotland, James Stewart, travels Scotland in disguise in order to inspect the 

condition of his people and the loyalty of his barons, a practice supposedly common in the late 

Middle Ages. The second tale, a gaberlunzie, an officially sanctioned beggar common in many 

parts of society in Scotland’s Middle Ages, is a central character, evidence of the tales possible 

origins in that time. (McHardy 136-148) Also, the story of “Cutach and the Caterans” gives 

evidence of pipers and the prevalence of piping predating the first recorded MacCrimmon, 

Donald Mor. There is a line from the tale that says, “Back in the fifteenth century, John Reid of 

Cutach was a man of some wealth and standing in the area and… he even had his own piper, 

Sandy Robertson” (McHardy 206). This indeed, if true, gives significant evidence – naming a 

piper and his employer – of strong bagpiping culture before MacCrimmon. 

In his article on “Piobaireachd and its Interpretation, Frank Richardson says, 

“[Scotland’s] dependence on oral tradition is a characteristic which has exasperated all historians 

of Highland culture.” (Richardson 16) The old stories of the pipers are however much more 

dependable than most for two reasons. The first is that the traditional storytellers of Scotland 

were also the bards, who were never getting along with the pipers, since they often competed for 

entertainment positions and recognitions. (16) Thus, any complementary exaggerations of deeds 

or abilities of the piper on the part of the bard would not have probably happened. Second, most 

of the elaborations within piping tales can easily be recognized since most are so extremely 
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outrageous or fanciful. (16) Therefore, we are able to dismiss some tales and keep others, while 

also sifting through the additions for the kernels of historic truths. Thus, the evidence that the 

few stories above display about pre-MacCrimmon bagpiping is not completely dismissible and, 

as far as the history of Scotland is concerned, is sometimes the best we can get. 

Donald MacDonald in his Collection of the Ancient Martial Music of Caledonia called 

Piobaireachd (Edinburgh, 1822) writes of the Piobaireachd: 

 

In halls of joy and in scenes of mourning it has prevailed. It has animated her 

warriors in battle and welcomed them back after their toils to the homes of their 

love, and the hills of their nativity. 

 

The piobaireachd, both mysterious and beautiful, is certainly at the heart of Scottish music, not 

only in the Renaissance but throughout its history to the present day. Most pipers believe that 

they are the preservers of a musical culture as different and majestic as any today. Though it 

origins are somewhat unclear, it can obviously be seen that piobaireachd is not simply the 

random musical gesticulations of an uneducated savages, but is a highly developed product of 

centuries of musical tradition governed by strict rules of composition. It is the essence of Scottish 

music and, as far as most of the seventeenth through the twentieth century, is the source of most 

Scottish folk music. Joshua Dickson writes that “One who does not go to some trouble to find 

out and understand something of what it is about, piobaireachd, with its seemingly endless 

repetitions, can be the most boring music on earth.” (Dickson 150) To those who can unlock its 

secrets and appreciate its ancient feeling and meaning, it can be the most beautiful and rousing 
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musical experience. It is an art that must be both emotionally appreciated and mentally 

understood. 
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